


INTRODUCTION 

During its company development, domestic and international awards have been collected continuously. 

IS009002, IS09001, IS014000 as domestic ones. German DIN, Japanese JIS, European Federation of 

Plastic Window Manufacturers (EPW) membership and American Architectural Manufactures Association 

(AAMA) membership, ali of them have been regarded as significant milestones in Shide's history. In 2013, the 

signing ceremony between SPC and German BASF was recorded as the latest "Breaking News" in the 

construction industry. lt set the blueprint for green energy saving ideas for future construction. 

This company uses the highest technology to ensure its quality and brings new and innovative ideas to provide an 

outstanding product to our customers. We bring the best floors to the world and bring comfort to everybody. 



TRAIT 
HIGH RESILIENT 

SPC fioor is soft and resilient, able to 

recover quickly under heavy impacts, 

leaving no damages. In the meantime 

to minimize the impact to human body 

and help protect your soles,reduces the 

chances when you fall off and get 

injured. SPC fioor is always the better 

choice for elders and youngsters. 

SLIP RESISTANT 

This wear layer on top of the fioor is 

slip resistant. Comparing to ordinary 

fioorings, SPC fioor feels unsmooth 

when it gets wet. 

MOLO RESISTANT 

The base material of SPC floor is mould 

proof, further eliminates insect problem. 

BACTERIA RETARDANT 

Surface of SPC floor is specially dealt 

with argentum, which is bacteria 

resistant. Argentum is efficient in killing 

majority species of bacteria and red ucing 

their fertility. 

WEAR RESISTANT 

SPC floor is super wear resisting, with 

16,000 wear revolutions, far more than 

6,000 revolutions laminated floorings . 

This special wear layer resists wear and 

scratches. 

CORROSION RETARDANT 

SPC floor is acid and corrosion 

retardant, your perfect choice for public 

facilities like hospitals, labs or institutes. 

SOUND ABSORPTION 

Comparing to ordinary ground flooring, 

SPC floor absorbs maximum 20 db. 

UNDERFLOOR HEATING ADAPT 

SPC floor is very well capable of heat 

conduction. lt warms your feet and you 

will feel warm even if you are lying on the 

ground. 

WATERPROOF & FIRE RETARDANT 

As a renovation and perfect substitute for wooden floors, SPC is saying farewell to all 

kinds of dampness problems, rot problems, swelling problems and deformation 

problems, even when it comes to kitchen and bathroom. Also no more worries of 

cracks, bumps or warps between-20 ·e Cand -60 ·e indoor temperature. 

SPC floor qualifies Bfl level fire retardant for Chinese national standard, far better 

performance comparing to wooden floorings, lt will not get burnt and help proof 

burning. Be total safe when the temperature is 500 ·e. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 

 SPC Floor 

1213mm*177mm 

4.0mm/4.5mm/5.0mm/5.5mm 

0.3mm/0.5mm 

1.0mm/1.5mm/2.0mm 

2 t/m3 

15 years warranty for private 
residential buildings. 

Stone & Vinyl Composite Layer-----------

Cork/ IXPE 

TECHNJCAL DATA 

Connect ABA Floor 

Standard Size 1213mm*177mm 

Thickness 6.0mm/7.0mm/8.0mm 

Wear Layer 0.3mm/0.5mm 

IXPE Pac 1.0mm/1.5mm/2.0mm 

Density 1.3-1.4t/m 3 

Warranty 
15 years warranty for private 
residential buildings. 

1 

935mm*144mm available to be customized 

15 years warranty for commercial 
building s. 

935mm*144mm available to be customized 

15 years warranty for commercial 
building s. 



CARACTERISTICAS 

HIGH RESILIENT 

This SPC floor is soft and resilient, able 

to recover quickly under heavy 

impacts, leaving no damages. In the 

meantime to minimize the impact to 

human body and help protect your 

soles,reduces the chances when you fall 

off and get injured. This SPC floor is 

always the better choice for elders and 

youngsters. 

SLIP RESISTANT 

This wear layer on top of the floor is 

slip resistant. Comparing to ordinary 

floorings, This SPC floor feels 

unsmooth when it gets wet. 

MOLO RESISTANT 

The base material of This SPC floor is 

mould proof, further eliminates insect 

problem. 

BACTERIA RETARDANT 

Surface of This SPC floor is specially 

dealt with argentum, which is 

bacteria resistant. Argentum is efficient 

in killing majority species of bacteria and 

reducing their fertility. 

WEAR RESISTANT 

This SPC floor is super wear resisting, with 

16,000 wear revolutions, far more than 

6,000 revolutions laminated floorings . 

This special wear layer resists wear and 

scratches. 

CORROSION RETARDANT 

This SPC floor is acid and corrosion 

retardant, your perfect choice for public 

facilities like hospitals, labs or institutes. 

SOUND ABSORPTION 

Comparing to ordinary ground flooring, 

This SPC floor absorbs maximum 20 db. 

UNDERFLOOR HEATING ADAPT 

This SPC floor is very well capable of heat 

conduction. lt warms your feet and you 

will feel warm even if you are lying on the 

ground. 

WATERPROOF & FIRE RETARDANT 

As a renovation and perfect substitute far wooden floors, This SPC is saying farewell to 

ali kinds of dampness problems, rot problems, swelling problems and 

deformation problems, even when it comes to kitchen and bathroom. Also no 

more worries of cracks, bumps or warps between-20 ·e Cand -60 ·e indoor 

temperature. 

This SPC floor qualifies Bfl level tire retardant far Chinese national standard, far 
better performance comparing to wooden floorings, lt will not get burnt and 

help proof burning. Be total safe when the temperature is 500 ·e. 

TEXTURAS 
WOOD 

The most well accepted design 

far SPC, multiple dimensions far 

different places. 

HAND SCRAPED WOOD 

American pastoral feel. 

PERSONALIZED DESIGN 

Leather, carpet, fabric, concrete, 

metal, linen, painting ... as long as 

you can imagine. 

PEARLESCENT 

Pearlescent painting added to 

increase floor aesthetics. 

STONE 

Marble, jade, granite, ceramics, etc. 




